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Tributes to Big Jack,
forever part of Irish folklore
SALLY SOAMES

Colin Coyle
Eamon Dunphy, dubbed a “bitter
little man” by Jack Charlton, after
criticism of his tactics during the
1990 World Cup, paid tribute to the
former Ireland manager yesterday,
insisting it was “never personal”.
Charlton, 85, died peacefully on
Friday night at his home in Northumberland. He had been suffering
from lymphoma and dementia.
“Jack was a good man who left
an indelible mark on the country,”
Dunphy said. “He will forever be
part of our national folklore and he
had a transformative effect on football in the country. I disagreed with
his tactics and the exclusion of
David O’Leary, but it’s because of
Jack that people like Shane Long,
from Tipperary, and Kevin Doyle,
from Wexford, two great GAA
counties, grew up playing soccer.”
Dunphy, who never met
Charlton afterwards, said the
England World Cup winner could
be “stubborn” and “grumpy”, but
also looked after his players. “Look
at the great empathy he showed
towards Paul McGrath, when Paul
was going through a difficult time.
Paul returned his faith in full with
his performances,” he said.
McGrath said yesterday he “genuinely loved” Charlton, describing
the former Leeds defender as “a
father figure”. He said: “He gave me
his full support when I needed it
most and for which I am forever
grateful. He has been a hugely
important person in my life.”
The former Manchester United
and Aston Villa defender said Irish
people warmed to Charlton, thanks
to his “big character”. He said: “He
gave us the belief in ourselves to
compete in the big tournaments.”
Mick
McCarthy,
Charlton’s
captain during the European Championships in 1988 and World Cup
in 1990, said he “loved the bones of
the man”. “English fans will always
remember Jack as one of their
Continued on page 3 →

SOUVENIR
Cowen disputes
garda account of
driving offence
John Mooney

Jack Charlton could be ‘grumpy’ but as a manager he put a smile on the faces of Ireland football fans

Barry Cowen, the agriculture minister, has challenged the official
garda record of his arrest for drinkdriving, which says he was pursued by gardai after doing a U-turn
as he approached a checkpoint.
In a letter issued yesterday
through a Dublin solicitor, Cowen
categorically denied he had
attempted to drive away, or turn
his car, on the night of his arrest
and insisted the garda record was
incorrect.
Cowen also confirmed he had
sought copies of all records held
by Garda Headquarters about the
incident, using the Data Protection
Act 2018 and the General Data Protection Regulation 2016, and will
be seeking to have the details of his
arrest corrected.
Cowen wrote to Garda Headquarters after he was asked by The
Sunday Times to comment on the
matter eight days ago. The minister
initially declined to comment but
later threatened to initiate defamation proceedings if details of this
aspect were published in last Sunday’s newspaper.
The minister made a statement
to the Dail on Tuesday in which he
apologised unreservedly for being
over the drink-driving limit but
made no reference to the dispute
over the details.
In the solicitor’s letter issued
on his behalf yesterday, Cowen
confirmed he had written to Garda
Headquarters seeking a copy of
the garda records and insisted
that the official version of his arrest
was materially inaccurate. “Our

client, like every other citizen, has
the right to request the correction
of any incorrect information
recorded in documentation generated concerning him by An Garda
Siochana,” said the statement.
“Our client did not turn or
attempt to turn his car as he
approached a garda. To evade,
or attempt to evade, a garda is a
very serious criminal offence. Our
client was not charged with any
such criminal offence.”
Cowen was stopped at a checkpoint in Kilshanroe near Carbury,
Co Kildare, as he drove home to
Offaly after attending the AllIreland football final in Croke Park
on September 18, 2016.
He was breath-tested and
arrested. He said he had drunk
two pints before the match and
had a meal afterwards.
Cowen was taken to a garda
station where he was retested and
again found to be over the limit for
driving, albeit marginally.
Cowen did not contest the
findings of the alcohol tests. He
subsequently agreed to accept the
imposition of a three-month
driving ban and paid a fixedcharge penalty of €200, which
did not require him to appear in
court.
He was driving on a provisional
licence at the time but has since
obtained a full licence.
Last night Catherine Murphy,
the co-leader of the Social Democrats, said that Cowen should
have addressed the matter in the
Dail. “The minister should have
addressed all matters relating to
this issue when he addressed the

Dail,” she said. “I think he should
also have addressed the outstanding issues concerning his driving
licence.
“I have no idea what happened
on the night of his arrest, but I
don’t understand why gardai
would record a series of events
which the minister says didn’t
actually happen.”
If the force begins an inquiry
into the matter, the gardai who
arrested and detained Cowen
would be required to provide their
account of the event.
Paul Murphy, a Rise TD, said
that Cowen now faced a serious
problem if he had omitted
certain information from his Dail
statement.
“The minister was supposed to
put on the record everything to
do with this incident and apologise
for it, but he didn’t answer questions about his driving status,
whether or not he drove unaccompanied, or even used an L-plate,”
Murphy said.
“He should have addressed this
matter but chose not to, which
undermines the idea of him delivering a full and comprehensive
apology. His insistence that the
garda record of what happened is
wrong now raises even more
issues.”
A garda spokesman said a traffic
incident occurred on September
18, 2016, at Kilshanroe which
resulted in a fixed-charge penalty
notice being issued.
“It is An Garda Siochana policy
not to identify or confirm the
identity of any person involved in
a garda interaction,” he said.

Humphreys ‘passed on threat’ to officials

Covid eviction ban ‘untenable’

A letter delivered by the social welfare minister Heather Humphreys
to the Department of Agriculture,
which led to the withdrawal of
animal cruelty charges against a
farmer, contained a veiled threat to
disclose information the department would not wish to see in the
public domain, writes John Mooney.
The department withdrew serious charges against Brian Wright, a
farmer from Killygorman, Co
Monaghan, after Humphreys delivered the letter to Brendan Gleeson,
the secretary-general of the
department. The letter was written
by one of Wright’s associates.

Stephen O’Brien and
Justine McCarthy

The farmer, who is one of Humphreys’s constituents, had been
due to stand trial at Monaghan District Court on February 4, relating
to the discovery of injured cattle on
his 250-acre farm in February 2017,
but the charges were unexpectedly
withdrawn without explanation.
According to sources with
knowledge of the correspondence,
the letter made a series of
unfounded claims about the state’s
prosecution of the case and about
alleged confidential discussions
between the department and
Wright’s associates. The writer
suggested the department would

not wish to have such information
appear in the public domain or be
passed to the media.
The contents of the letter and
the reasoning behind the department’s decision to withdraw the
charges are now the subject of a
protected disclosure by a whistleblower, who has used special legislation to raise concerns about the
department’s handling of the case.
Humphreys has yet to clarify if
she knew Wright had previous convictions for inflicting cruelty on
farm animals but has admitted she
delivered the letter. She denied
being a social acquaintance of the

writer, however. Her spokesman
said yesterday: “The minister was
not in a position, nor was it her
role, to investigate or substantiate
those concerns. For this reason,
the letter was given to the Department of Agriculture. Any subsequent action taken by the Department of Agriculture is entirely a
matter for that department.”
Humphreys has yet to make a
statement to the Dail on her
involvement in the case, despite
repeated calls from Sinn Fein, the
Social Democrats and Rise.
“Minister Humphreys needs to
Continued on page 2 →

The government is expected to
narrow the ban on evictions,
designed to protect tenants during
the Covid-19 pandemic, amid fears
that a blanket ban will not withstand a High Court challenge.
Paul Gallagher, the attorney
general, has raised doubts about
the legality of extending the prohibition on evictions until October,
because the reopening of the
economy weakens the public
health justification for infringing
constitutional property rights.

New legislation to strengthen
tenants’ rights, which is being
finalised by Darragh O’Brien, the
housing minister, will include
measures to prevent rent arrears
building up when renters have
suffered a loss of income.
Landlords, already obliged to
write to tenants when rent arrears
occur, will also have to inform the
Residential Tenancies Board (RTB)
under the terms of the new law, so
that it can provide supports for
struggling families.
O’Brien said last week that he
was concerned at the low level of
Continued on page 2 →
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Irish border
poses barrier to
final Brexit deal
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The border is once again a potential deal-breaker in Brexit negotiations, with the EU insisting that the
UK government must abandon
planned legislation that breaches
the Irish protocol if it wants a deal
on €825bn worth of annual trade.
Boris Johnson, the British prime
minister, has said he intends to
reinsert clauses in the UK Internal
Market Bill when the House of
Commons sits tomorrow.
A finance bill due to come
before the UK parliament later this
week is also regarded as not compliant with last year’s withdrawal
agreement.
“If the offending clauses go back
in, it would certainly be seen as a
sign of bad faith and, if the finance
bill were to go ahead, it would be
taken as an indication that it’s over
and we proceed with no deal,” a
Brussels source said yesterday.
“There has always been a view
that, if we reach agreement, these
provisions would be quietly
dropped by London.”
The House of Lords removed
contentious clauses from the Internal Market Bill last month but MPs
have the power to reinstate them.
Johnson’s government says the
measures are a vital “safety net”
that will protect the UK if trade
negotiations with the EU collapse.
An hour-long phone call yesterday between Johnson and Ursula
von der Leyen, the commission
president, failed to break the deadlock in negotiations for a relationship deal.
In a statement, von der Leyen
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said
“significant
differences
remain on three critical issues —
level playing field, governance and
fisheries”.
The pair agreed to speak on the
phone again tomorrow after talks
in Brussels today between Michel
Barnier, the EU chief negotiator,
and Lord Frost, his British opposite number.
Von der Leyen will stay in
contact with key EU heads of government, including Emmanuel
Macron of France, Angela Merkel
of Germany and taoiseach Micheál
Martin, who welcomed the
resumption of talks.
A spokesman for Martin said he
and von der Leyen “have been in
regular contact and will continue
to be over the next while”. Another

EU source said: “Ursula von der
Leyen won’t be negotiating without reference to Paris, Berlin and
probably Dublin over the weekend
about how far she can go.
“This is not necessarily the crisis
it is being made out to be. It’s possibly a positive development. All
along it was felt the core issues
would have to be referred to the
commission president and the
British prime minister, as well as
the other prime ministers to finalise the agreement.”
Simon Coveney, the foreign
affairs minister, said: “What we
need now are calm heads. The
negotiations were always going to
reach a finale and both the UK and
the EU have negotiated firmly but
honestly. A deal can still be done to
minimise the damage of Brexit and
allow us all to move on.”
With just 25 days left before the
deadline for an agreement expires,
an Irish source said that distrust
caused by the UK’s planned legislation breaching the Irish protocol
was an aggravating factor in the
stalemate over governance.
“Because of the bill, the EU is
determined that assurances about
subsidies have to be cast iron to
ensure they cannot be broken,” he
said.
Another issue on which the
sides have failed to agree is an EU
demand for the UK to appoint an
independent, domestic regulatory
body to ensure compliance with
the rules in Britain. Sources in
Brussels say the UK has not given
satisfactory assurances on this.
The EU also wants greater
Continued on page 2 →

Justice minister Helen McEntee has announced that she and husband Paul Hickey are expecting their
first child, making the Fine Gael TD the first Irish government minister to be pregnant while in office

PUP ‘fraudsters’ denied €94m

Family sorry for Roald Dahl racism

The Department of Social Protection has stopped 24,000 pandemic
unemployment payments (PUPs)
to recipients not entitled to receive
the subsidy, saving the state an
estimated €94m, writes John
Mooney.
The claims were discovered in
an examination of 70,000 Covid
payments, which sought to identify
fraud. The scheme was established
by the government in March to
support people who temporarily
lost their jobs in lockdown.
The department said the
payments were identified after
desk-based assessments of claims,

Gabriel Pogrund

interviews with claimants by investigators, audits of employers’ PRSI
records, and special investigations. Others came after self-declarations by claimants.
Gardai consider the PUP
scheme to be “vulnerable” to
abuse, and suspect that it has been
exploited by professional fraudsters
and
organised
crime
gangs who harvest payments by
submitting multiple applications
using stolen, cloned or old PPS
numbers.
Gardai and social welfare investigators fear that eastern European
gangs are earning hundreds of

thousands from the scheme. The
gangs fly claimants into the state to
attend interviews at the Department of Social Protection when
required to do so.
The gangs are also thought to be
using PPS numbers bought on
the dark net to submit multiple
applications.
Last week gardai in Limerick
and Clare conducted searches of
properties in connection with an
investigation into the activities
of a Romanian gang that is suspected of harvesting an estimated
€100,000 by using stolen PPS
Continued on page 2 →

Gardai
‘cancelled’
thousands
of 999 calls

Roald Dahl’s family have discreetly
apologised for his antisemitism
after meeting for the first time in
several years. The discussion
about the much-loved children’s
author took place amid fears that
his racism could tarnish his legacy
and global brand. Dahl, a father of
five, died aged 74 in 1990.
The author of Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory and James and
the Giant Peach was a selfprofessed antisemite and even
appeared to sympathise with Adolf
Hitler when in 1983 he declared:

“There is a trait in the Jewish character that does provoke animosity
. . . even a stinker like Hitler didn’t
just pick on them for no reason.”
His estate has signed several
lucrative deals to adapt his works,
including a Netflix spin-off about
Oompa-Loompas, the workers at
Willy Wonka’s Chocolate Factory,
and a Hollywood version of The
Witches, which came out this year.
It posted revenues of £23m in its
latest accounts, 82% of which came
from outside the UK.
The estate published an apology
on an obscure section of Dahl’s
official website, saying that his

comments were “incomprehensible to us”. They did not publicise
the step or tell Jewish groups.
Dahl’s family said last night:
“Apologising for the words of a
much-loved grandparent is a challenging thing to do, but made more
difficult when the words are so
hurtful to an entire community.
We loved Roald, but we passionately disagree with his antisemitic
comments . . .
“These comments do not reflect
what we see in his work — a desire
for the acceptance of everyone
equally — and were entirely
unacceptable. We are truly sorry.”

An internal garda inquiry is under
way into the discovery that officers
“cancelled” thousands of incidents
reported to the 999 emergency
service by members of the public.
Staff at the force’s regional command and control centres, who
assign gardai to respond to people
making emergency calls, seem to
have “cancelled” several thousand
incidents over the past two years,
including calls from people reporting serious crimes, suspicious
behaviour and public order
offences.
An analysis of call data shows
one garda in Dublin cancelled hundreds of incidents generated on
the force’s IT system from 999 calls
for unclear reasons and without
permission.
Garda Headquarters has confirmed it is carrying out a “scoping
exercise” to establish the scale of
the problem and what action to
take. It declined to disclose the
number of “cancelled” 999 calls
under review, but security sources
say it is substantial.
The 999 emergency calls are
answered by either a garda or a
civilian staff member, who inputs
the details of the incident into the
force’s computer-aided dispatch
(CAD) system. The call-taker then
forwards the information to a
garda dispatcher, who sends officers to the scene of the reported
crime or emergency.
Sources say the internal inquiry
has examined data for 2019 and the
year to date, looking at incidents
where gardai took no action other
than to receive the 999 call. Investigators are checking whether the
gardai who decided against dispatching a patrol car or foot patrol
to investigate an incident made the
correct decision.
The problem was first discovered at the command and control
centre at Harcourt Square in
Dublin and reported to Anne Marie
Cagney, the new assistant commissioner for Dublin.
A similar problem has since
Continued on page 2 →
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